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Attention Rodders!
The streets of the CAPITAL COUNTRY HOLIDAY VILLAGE
(CCHV) are PUBLIC ROADS!
The Police visit us each year and tell us the same things, and we MUST
abide by their requests, which have always been fair. Due to the obvious
difficulties associated with unregistered vehicles, we cannot allow minirods, motorised bikes or unregistered cars to cruise the park. The CRAKK
committee and/or Capital Country staff will only ask you once to park it.
And don’t even THINK about allowing an unlicensed driver to drive your
car.
The CRAKK committee, the CHRA and CCHV staff must also abide by
NSW and ACT laws concerning the responsible dispensation of alcohol.
Underage drinking and the supply of alcohol to intoxicated persons WILL
NOT BE TOLERATED!

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!
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Welcome message from the
2013 CRAKK Coordinator
Welcome!
….to the 23rd Canberra Rod and
Kustom Krooze. The first CRAKK
run was held on the long weekend
of January 1991, although we did
have a run to the Federal Pub at
the same time in 1990. What’s
significant about this year is that
it’s the 30th year of the CHRA!

1.

Support our sponsors,

2.

Behave responsibly,

3.

Have fun.

By sticking to these basic
guidelines, the CRAKK run will
survive. I am not exaggerating
when I say that applying these
rules has been the reason we are
still here today, plus one very
important ingredient - the work the
CRAKK Committee put in to this
event. It is never easy, and there’s
a price to pay, but still we come
back, year after year, for another,
even more successful CRAKK run.

Yep, the CHRA was formerly
convened in 1983. It wasn’t until
1990 that the Canberra Hot Rod
Association took on the job of
So take a look at who the
organising the first CRAKK run. The
committee are this year and if you
coordinator was Ian Walton.
get the opportunity, stop them and
We’ve come a long way since then, say thanks for your efforts. Then
but some things have stayed the
get back to having fun!
same about the CRAKK run. We still
have great prizes, value for money
entry, nice people and fun things to John Thompson
do. It’s still a Hot Rod Run for your
Hot Rod. A family affair too, where
President, Canberra Hot Rod
the kids can have as much fun as
Association (Inc.) and Coordinator,
the grown ups.
CRAKK 2013.
Just remember the three basic rules
Note: Text and comment paraphrased
of the CRAKK run by the editor.
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First released in November 2000,
Cruzin magazine immediately
captured the imagination of those
who loved Australian hot rodding.
Each issue of Cruzin features a
selection of hot rods and American
classics representing a range of
styles and budgets. Included are
most of the major annual hot rodding
events as well as a great selection of
small car show and weekend rod runs
hosted by some of Australia's many
car clubs.
Always popular are the Cruzin Red
Pages which feature Trade Alley (new
products), Colour Classifieds and our
Coming Events listing, arguably the
most comprehensive listing for our
genre of vehicles.

Grab a copy of Cruzin at your local newsagent or purchase online
from our webstore.
http://www.cruzin.com.au/shop/

A man had been drinking at the bar for hours when he mentioned something about his
girlfriend being out in the car. The bartender, concerned because it was so cold, went
to check on her. When he looked inside the car, he saw the man's friend, Dave, and his
girlfriend kissing one another. The bartender shook his head and walked back inside.
He told the drunk that he thought it might be a good idea to check on his girlfriend.
The fellow staggered outside to the car, saw his buddy and his girlfriend kissing, then
walked back into the bar laughing. "What's so funny?" the bartender asked. "That stupid Dave!" the fellow chortled, "He's so drunk, he thinks he's me!"

CRAKK 2012 Committee
John Thompson
Carol
Graeme Thomas
Terry
Choco Munday
Danny Munday
Zac
Deb
Chez
Bron
Bree
Danny
Shaylee
Adam
Hot Rod Handbooks

Coordinator, 0435295347
Committee
Treasurer, Entries 0411 075 521
Committee, MC
MC: 0412 883 235
Committee
Committee
Kids Disco
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
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Timic Hot Rod Supplies
Tim Buggy, Mic
Tozer
Phone (02) 4732 5676
Unit 3, 37—47 Borec Rd.
Penrith NSW
Fully licensed mechanical



Instruments/Gauges



Petrol Caps



Wiring Harnesses



Turn Signals



Mirrors



Carburetors



Wipers



Lights

A man stumbles up to the only other patron in a bar and asks if he could buy him a
drink. "Why of course," comes the reply. The first man then asks: "Where are you
from?" "I'm from Ireland," replies the second man. The first man responds: "You don't
say, I'm from Ireland too! Let's have another round to Ireland." "Of course," replies the
second man. “I'm curious,” the first man then asks: "Where in Ireland are you from?"
"Dublin," comes the reply. "I can't believe it," says the first man. "I'm from Dublin too!
Let's have another drink to Dublin." "Of course," replies the second man. Curiosity again
strikes and the first man asks: "What school did you go to?" "Saint Mary's," replies the
second man, "I graduated in '62." "This is unbelievable!", the first man says. "I went to
Saint Mary's and I graduated in '62, too!" About that time in comes one of the regulars
and sits down at the bar. "What's been going on?" he asks the bartender. "Nothing
much," replies the bartender. "The O'Kinly twins are drunk again."
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Day 1
Friday 25th Jan
Time

Event

2 pm—4 pm

Registration

6.30 pm — 7.30 pm

Registration

6.30 pm

Hot Rod Hot Dogs

7.30 pm

Karaoke

Hot Rod Handbooks
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Day 2
Saturday 26th Jan
Time

Event

7.30 am – 8.30 am

Breakfast (Armband required!)

8 am – 9 am

Registration

9.30 am

Assemble for Krooze to Hot Rods in the Park

10 am

Krooze departs

10.30 am — 1.30 pm

Hot Rods in the Park, Australia Day Show n
Shine in Queanbeyan.

1.30 pm

Naughty Krooze departs Queanbeyan.

2 pm—3pm

Registraion

4 pm — 6 pm

Krooze the Park for GOODIES!

6.30 pm

CCHV Dinner (pre-paid)

7.30 pm

Kids Disco—prizes and give aways for kids

8 pm – Midnight

Featured Band “Red Crown Radio.”
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Day 3
Sunday 27th Jan
Time

Event

7.30 am – 8.30 am Breakfast (Armband required!)
9.30 am

Assemble for Sunday Krooze

10 am

Krooze to National Film and Sound Archive
(registered entrants only)

11.00am

Krooze to Gold Creek ( for those not going to the
NF&S Archive)

1.30 pm

Hot Rod Olympics

3 pm

Pie Eating Contest (registered entrants only)

4 pm

Local band “Putty”

4:00pm – 11:00pm Krooze the park
6.30 pm

CCHV Dinner (Pre paid)

8:00 pm til late

Local Band “Little Mac and the Monster Men”
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Day 4
Monday 28th Jan
Time

Event

7.30 am – 8.30 am Breakfast (Armband required!)
10 am

Presentations. Early entrants prize draw. Raffle
draw. You MUST be present and you MUST be an
entrant.

11 am

Hot dogs and farewells

Todd Bevan
Cool Rides Mobile Tinting
9 Barden Pl, Gordon ACT 2906 (02) 6294 3059,
0412891967
coolrides@optusnet.com.au
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Capital Country Holiday Village (formerly White Ibis Holiday
Village) is 14km north of Canberra, ideal for those visiting the
National Capital.
Set on 10ha, the park accommodation varies from park cabins
with ensuites to drive-through sites, caravan and camp sites.
The park also has a separate manufactured home section, as
well as large bunkhouses to cater for school and sporting
groups.
An ornamental lake, and barbecue areas, plus swimming pool,
cricket area, tennis courts, playgrounds and games room
ensure all visitors can be entertained.
Email: capitalgroups@holidayvillages.com.au
Web: www.capitalcountry.holidayvillages.com.au
47 Bidges Road, Sutton NSW 2620 (off Federal Highway on
ACT border)
Tel: 1800 664 269 (Toll Free), (02) 6230 3433, Fax: (02) 6260
3483
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3/5 Wiluna St,
Fyshwick ACT
62807517
mgis@netspeed.com.au

Kim Kardashian has reported that she hasn't experienced any nausea or
vomiting yet. That's because the rest of the world is doing it for her.
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Harry Fouwler



Piping and structural steel fabrication.



Installation/shutdowns



Maintenance labour



Crane hire.



Project Management

PO Box 936, Tumut NSW 2720

Mobile: 0407 837 463
Phone: 02 6947 4433
Fax: 02 6947 4438

CRAKK Book 2013 Technical Article
Thermostats
The thermostat has two important jobs to
perform; to accelerate engine warm-up and to
regulate the engine's operating temperature. A
quality thermostat ensures excellent fuel
economy, reduces engine wear, diminishes
emissions and blow-by, improves cold weather
drivability, provides adequate heater output, and
can help prevent overheating. This is
accomplished by blocking the circulation of
coolant between the engine and radiator until the
engine has reached its predetermined
temperature. The thermostat then opens as
required in response to changes in coolant
temperature to keep the engine's temperature
within the desired operating range.

where the upper radiator hose connects to the
engine, most of today’s thermostats are of the
"reverse poppet" design, which opens against the
flow of the coolant. Thermostats have a wax filled
copper housing or cup called a "heat motor" that
pushes the thermostat open against spring
pressure.

As the engine's coolant warms up, the increase in
heat causes the wax to melt and expand. The
wax pushes against a piston inside a rubber boot.
This forces the piston outward to open the
thermostat. Within 3 or 4 degrees of the
thermostat preset/rated temperature (which is
usually marked on the thermostat), it begins to
unseat so coolant can start to circulate between
Thermostats have a “rated” temperature such as the engine and radiator. It continues to open until
82°C or 95°C (200°F). This is the temperature the engine cooling requirements are satisfied. It is
thermostat will start to open, give or take 3
fully open about 15-20 degrees above its rated
degrees.
temperature. If the temperature of the circulating
Usually located within a metal or plastic housing
Hot Rod Handbooks
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(Continued from page 14)
coolant begins to drop, the wax element
contracts, allowing spring tension to close the
thermostat, thus decreasing coolant flow through
the radiator.
On some applications, the thermostat performs
an additional function. It closes off a bypass
circuit inside the engine when it opens the
radiator circuit. The bypass circuit circulates
coolant inside the engine so that hot spots can’t
form when the radiator circuit is closed.
Many thermostats have a “jiggle pin” that allows
trapped air in the cooling system to pass through
the thermostat and be removed from the system.
If a thermostat does not have a jiggle pin, it may
have a bleed notch or other method of removing
air from the system.
Thermostat Failures
There is no such thing as a thermostat that will
fail in a “safe” position. All thermostats will fail in
either a closed or open position. One brand
claims it fails in a safe position, but it simply locks
itself open when it is a full stroke open position. It
will not spring open if it fails in a closed position.
A thermostat fails “open” if the return spring
breaks or debris prevents the thermostat valve
from fully seating or closing. In this instance the
thermostat allows continuous coolant flow to the
radiator; therefore, the engine will be overcooled.
The tangible effects are poor warm up and heater
performance, increased engine emissions and
reduced fuel economy. For these reasons, an
engine should never be operated without a
thermostat in place, even in extreme
temperatures.
A thermostat will fail “closed” if the wax element
has been damaged by overheating (from loss of
coolant, a defective electric cooling fan or fan
clutch) or corrosion (from not changing the antifreeze often enough). This failure prevents the
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flow of coolant to the radiator; therefore, the
engine will be overheated. The tangible effects
are a boil-over, the inability to operate the
vehicle, and the likelihood of severe engine
damage. For these reasons alone, when an
engine overheats, it’s a good idea to replace the
thermostat whether it caused the problem or not.
Replacement Thermostats
The temperature rating of a replacement
thermostat must be the correct one for the
application because of the adverse affects the
wrong thermostat can have on drivability, engine
performance and emissions.
The temperature rating specified by the car
manufacturer is especially important in EFI
powered cars because the engine management
system monitors coolant temperature through a
Coolant Temperature Sensor (CTS) to control
fuel enrichment, spark timing and operation of the
EGR valve. Even on vehicles without computers,
thermal vacuum switches that react to a specific
coolant temperature are often used to open and
close various vacuum circuits that regulate fuel
enrichment, timing and EGR. If a colder
thermostat is installed, the coolant may never get
hot enough to trigger the appropriate control
functions or to allow a computer system to go into
closed loop. Too hot a thermostat can also
interfere with the proper operation of engine
controls, and increase the engine’s operating
temperature to the point where it may experience
detonation (spark knock).
Premium Thermostats
Stant offers Superstat premium thermostats.
These thermostats have a heavier frame and
spring, larger heat motor, and a patented Weir
valve. The unique valve provides a higher flow of
coolant to the radiator than any other thermostat
on the market. The early flow of coolant
minimizes the cycling of temperature allowing the
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(Continued from page 15)
engine to run a steady temperature for higher
efficiency.

with most aluminum water necks). The
gasket surface must be flat and free from
warping or deep scratches.


Thermostat Checks
One way to determine if the thermostat is doing
its job is to feel the upper radiator hose after
starting a cold engine. The hose should not feel
hot until the engine has warmed up. If the hose

starts to feel hot after only a couple of minutes,
the thermostat may be stuck open or not closing
completely. Once the engine is warm, the hose
should feel hot as coolant circulates between the
engine and radiator. If the hose does not feel hot, 
the thermostat may be stuck shut, blocking the
flow of coolant.

A thermostat can be tested by suspending it,
using a string through the valve, in a bucket of
boiling 50/50 coolant and water. If the thermostat
is working it will fall off the string as it starts to

open after being in the hot/boiling coolant for a
few minutes. When removed and allowed to cool,

the thermostat should close.
Replacement Tips


Don't overlook the water neck covering the
thermostat. Check for cracks, broken
flanges, internal pitting and corrosion, and
erosion at the hose neck (a real problem

Hot Rod Handbooks
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Scrape the mating surfaces on the
thermostat housing and engine to remove
all traces of old gasket material. Use care
on aluminum because the soft metal can
be easily scratched.
Stuff a clean rag into the thermostat
opening on the engine while the housing is
removed to keep crap out of the cooling
system.
Install the new thermostat so the copper
heat sensing element is toward the engine.
If installed upside down, it won’t open.
Stant's Stat-Lok® thermostat gaskets are
adhesive backed to make installation
easier.
Torque the water neck bolts evenly and to
the manufacturer's recommendations.
To ensure air has been removed from the
cooling system after replacing a
thermostat, be sure to run the engine a few
minutes, let it cool, and refill the antifreeze
as needed.
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At
Capital
Bearing
Supplies, we have access to a comprehensive range of bearings
to suit new and old
cars, and we are prepared to chase the
parts that you find difficult to get. We also
carry and can access
a range of workshop
materials and equipment, including jacks,
stands, ramps and presses. We carry an extensive range of Kincrome tools in store, but can access other brands such as KC Tools,
SP tools, Lisle and T&E Tools.
So if there is anything you are chasing, don’t hesitate to give us a
call or just drop in and talk to us
45 Townsville St, Fyshwick ACT 2609
Ph: 02 6280 6884 Email: capitalbearings@ozemail.com.au
CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE www.capitalbearings.com.au
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With nearly 200 stores throughout the mainland, Autopro is Australia's largest chain of independent retailers in auto parts & accessories.
Autopro Belconnen 32 Nettlefold Street Belconnen

02 6251
4285

Autopro Fyshwick

121 Gladstone Street Fyshwick 02 6211
3755

Autopro Phillip

24-30 Botany Street Phillip

Autopro Tuggeranong

Cnr Athllon Drive & Reed Street 02 6293
Tuggeranong
2680

02 6281
4700

Our thanks to AutoPro, ACT and their suppliers for their
generous sponsorship at the CRAKK 2013.
Please support our sponsors!

"What the hell!" I shouted, "you pulled out right in front of me!"
"That was your fault," she snapped.
"I don't think so, love. Look at the damage; you've buckled my front left wheel!"
"You're just being ridiculous now," she responded. "What the hell is wrong with
you?"
"Look," I replied. "Let's exchange details and get this mess sorted out."
"Oh for Christ’s sake," she retorted, "just get another trolley and grow up."
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Die Cast Rod Models



All Accessories



Hot Rods



Customs



Race Cars



Street Cars



Vintage Cars



Bikes



All Collectables

Phone Tony Martin
on:
0402 851 100
One day Jesus was walking by the pearly gates when St. Peter asked him to watch the
gates for a few minutes. Jesus agreed and in a few minutes he saw an old, old man approach. This man was OLD! He walked very slowly, had a halting gait, and long white
hair and beard. When Jesus asked if he could help, the old man advised him in a shaky
voice that he was looking for his son. Jesus wanted to help but didn't think he could as
there were millions of people there.
"I know I can identify him very easily by the holes in his hands and feet," states the
old man.
Jesus does a double take and says, "Father?"
The old man looks at Jesus and says, "Pinocchio?"
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Baker’s Delight,
suppliers to the CRAKK
run — fresh bread daily.
Woden Shop G76
The Market,Woden Plaza
(02) 6281 5502

Deep Thoughts:
If Alien was my friend, I'd like to be with him when he went to the dentist. When they started
drilling, he'd probably go nuts and start eating everybody. That Alien!
Many people think that history is a dull subject. Dull? Is it "dull" that Jesse James once got
bitten on the forehead by an ant, and at first it didn't seem like anything, but then the bite
got worse and worse, so he went to a doctor in town, and the secretary told him to wait, so he
sat down and waited, and waited, and waited, and waited, and then finally he got to see the
doctor, and the doctor put some salve on it? You call that dull?
I think a good gift for the president would be a chocolate revolver. And since he's so busy,
you'd probably have to run up to him and hand it to him.
If there was a terrible storm outside, but somehow this dog lived through the storm, and he
showed up at your door when the storm was finally over, I think a good name for him would be
Carl.
If I had a mine shaft, I don't think I would just abandon it. There's got to be a better way.
I guess I kinda lost control, because in the middle of the play I ran up and lit the evil puppet
villain on fire. No, I didn't. Just kidding. I just said that to help illustrate one of the human
emotions, which is freaking out. Another emotion is greed, as when you kill someone for money,
or something like that. Another emotion is generosity, as when you pay someone double what he
paid for his stupid puppet.
It makes me mad when I go to all the trouble of having Marta cook up about a hundred drumsticks, then the guy at Marineland says, "You can't throw that chicken to the dolphins. They
eat fish." Sure they eat fish, if that's all you give them! Man, wise up

Hot Rod Handbooks
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Gates Corporation
The world's most trusted
name in belts, hose and
hydraulics.
Filtermax
Wix Filters
Filters & Filter Service
info@filtermax.com.au

Tractor Replacements Pty Ltd Canberra - the
one stop earthmoving & industrial shop.
Web site: http://www.trcanberra.com.au
Email: gt@trcanberra.com.au

Air brake valves
Air compressors
Air controls &
Cylinders
Air filter assemblies
Air filter elements
Air hose &
fittings.
Air induction hose
Air pressure
gauges
Air pressure
regulators
Air rams
Air tools
Anti-freeze Antiboil
Ball valves
BallraceBatteries
Battery charger
Battery leads
Bearings - seals uni Joints
Bolts & nuts
Brake boosters
Brake drums
Brake linings
Brass fittings
Bucket teeth
Cargo-straps
Castors
Caterpillarspares (new &
used)
Chain
Chain Circlips
Claw couplings
Cables
Cut .off disc
Cutting edges
Cylinder hones
D shackle
Degreaser
Dial indicators
Drill bits
Drum pumps
Electric cable
End bits
Engine 0il
Engine.rebuild .kits .
Exhaust raincap
Exhaust stack
Exhaust system
accessories
Exhaust tube
Farm tractor-'.
Filters
Final drive
Fire fighting pump
Flap discs

Flexible exhaust
tube
Fuel transfer
pumps
Gas heaters
Gasket paper
Gauges
Generator set
Grab kits
Grader blades
Grease guns
Grease nipples
Grease-Pumps
Grinding discs
Ground engaging
tools
Grouser bar
Grouser shioes
Hand cleaner
Hand tools
Heater hose
High tensile bolt –
unc, unf: metric.'
Honda engine
Hooks
Hose Clamps
Hydraulic
breather cap.
Hydraulic filters
Hydraulic hose &
fittings
Hydraulic Jacks
Hydraulic power
packs
Hydraulic pumps
Hydraulic rams
Impact sockets
Impact wrench
Implement pins
Inhibitor
Jack hammers &
accessories
Jumper leads
Key steel
Komatsu spare
parts
Landing legs
Lifting hooks .
Lights
Loadbinder
Loctite
Lynch pins
Maxflo hose
Mirrors
Mudflaps
Mudguards
Mufflers
Nylon tube
Oil transfer
pumps
Paint, thinner,
primer
Parts washer
Paving breaker

Petrol & oil hose
Plow bolts
Porta power
Power tools
Precleaners
Pressure cleaners
PTO shaft
Pulleys
Radiator hose
Radiator inhibitor
Rag
Revolving
beacons
Ripper attachments
Ripper boots
Ripper shank
Robin engine
Rod ends
S cams
Seats
Shackle bushes &
pins
Signs
Slack adjusters
Slasher
Sling - flat web/
wire rope
Socket sets
Spanner sets
Speedi sleeves
Spring pack
Sprocket &
segment
Sprockets
Stands
Tap and die
Taper locks
Tension wrench
Thread inserts
Three point
linkage & accessories
Tipper body locks
Tool box
Tow-coupling
Track bolts & nuts
Track Chain
Track rollers
Track shoes
Truck &traiier
brake- suspension
Truck Wash
Turbo charger
hose
Turntables
Tyre gauges
Undercarriage
V belt
Vernier Calipers
Vices
WD-40

110 Gladstone St
Fyshwick ACT
phone 02 6280 6198
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Shannons offers tailor-made insurance policies for over 100,000 vintage, classic, modified and sports vehicles as well as the day to day
cars of motoring enthusiasts. Shannons policies deliver Agreed Value,
Your Choice of Repairer and Guaranteed Repairs as core benefits.
Regardless of what car you drive you'll find that Shannons policies are
more than competitive and offer the benefits motoring enthusiasts
want.
Dealing with Shannons means you'll deal with Shannons people- enthusiasts who care about you and your car. People who share your
passion.

ACT

NSW

20/02 Yallourn St
Fyshwick ACT 2609

Unit B, 12 Frederick Street,
St Leonards, 2065

Vic

Queensland

321 Warrigal Road,
Cheltenham, 3192

Unit 1A, Cnr Orange Grove &
Riawena Rds,
www.shannons.com.au
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Publishers of Australian Street Rodding Magazine and Specialist
Automotive Books for Hot Rod and Custom Car enthusiasts
One lucky entrant will win a subscription to ASR magazine thanks to Graffiti,
sponsors of the 2007 CRAKK run.
This Tex Smith book by Ron
Ceridono has it all: Chrysler DeSoto - Dodge Hemis are
covered in detail for street,
race, marine and restoration
in blown and naturally
aspirated forms. This book is
the complete source for
Hemi fanatics. It includes indepth build-ups and covers
everything from the best
traditional tricks to the latest
in fuel injection adaptations.
Complete identification and
specifications for all models
are given. Also included are
Polyspheres and the new
426 crate motors. Choco
Munday also writes about the
Aussie Hemi and the elusive
Toyota Hemi.

Take a pictorial cruise
back through
Australia’s early hot
rod days from the
photo albums of
rodders who were
part of the scene.
Chapters follow Early
Hot Rods on the
Street, Early Drag
Racing and Australia’s
Custom Cars. A
companion to ‘History
of Australian Street
Rodding’.

Custom Auto
Electrickery will help
the home-based
enthusiast unravel the
mysteries surrounding
Auto Electricals and
Electronics. Author
Choco Munday explains
every area of this field
in easy to understand
laymans terms. From a
simple rewire to
installing and
troubleshooting your
own engine
management system,
it is all covered in this
book.

Discover how you,
too, can build an
engine management
system into your Hot
Rod, Kustom or
Street Machine
project. Described in
easy to understand,
plain English from
start to finish, you’ll
be amazed at what
you can do with
Electronic Fuel
Injection. Retain the
Hot Rod look, and
discover a new era
of rodding
technology.

Visit Graffiti at: http://www.graffitipub.com.au
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It was a bright and sunny Saturday
morning. I heard the rumble of GTs
V8 Falcon and the rattle of the
emergency chains of the car trailer
before I saw him swing around the
bend in front of my house.

changed radio stations and turned
the volume up.

“Got it,” I said, brandishing my
empty wallet, and we were off.

“Sorry, mate. Where are we?”

GT was shaking his head and
mumbling under his breath.
“Friggin’ moron, should’na’ stopped,
I should be in friggin’ bed.”

A cold chill settled in my nut sack
as historical data cascaded from
that secret place in my brain. This
is how it usually happened, an
audible trigger as simple as the
mention of a historic town that
harboured a deep, but unpublished,
history.

We headed out of Queanbeyan via
Sutton Road, and were soon on the
Federal Highway. GT was quiet,
enjoying the thrum of the wheels
“Hey, GT! Great to see ya!” I cried, on the road and the gentle warmth
as I ran out onto the road in front
of the sun as it shone through the
of him. I knew he wouldn’t hit me; windscreen. It was early autumn,
his reflexes were as keen as they
and the temperature was perfect;
ever were. The look on his face as
too warm for the heater, too cool
he set all four wheels of the car
for the air con. The car pulled the
shuddering in an anti-lock brake
car trailer as if it wasn’t there, such
system seizure was precious!
was the quality of the trailer’s
construction. It belonged to our
After circling back around the Cul
friend Danny Fort, who owned
de Sac, he pulled up across my
driveway. I was all ready to go, so I Resort Trailers.
jumped in to the passenger’s seat. “Trailer tows OK,” commented GT,
“Mornin’ Choc. Got ya wallet?” said as if reading my thoughts. This was
my cue to engage GT in
GT.
conversation.
I jumped out of the car, ran inside
and picked up my wallet, phone and “Yes. I guess. I’ll take your word for
sunglasses that I left on the kitchen it, but as the PASSENGER I
bench, said goodbye to Vicki again, wouldn’t have a FARGIN CLUE!”
and raced back out to GTs car.
“Well, no need to snap,” he replied.
“Coming up to Collector,” said GT.

“What’s that, mate?” I asked.
“I said, ‘friggin’ moron, should’na’
stopped, I should be in friggin’
bed.’”

“Do you know how Collector got its
name?” I asked GT.

“Pardon?” I said.
“Ah, what’s the use,” GT replied in
resignation.
“No worries mate!” I said
cheerfully, as I donned by sunnies,
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wandered across the divide in
search of cooler climates. For miles
Terrance Murray gave it the name
they wandered, the herd
in the early 19th Century. He
diminishing and growing with the
owned most of the land around this passing years until they settled in
area at the time. He used the
the area that, one day far, far into
Aboriginal name for this place,
the future would be traversed by
Colegdar.”
the Federal Highway.
(Continued from page 25)

“…and?” I prompted.

Long before mankind trod the
Earth, Wildebeests flourished. But
“What do you mean?”
the ones that travelled to Terra
“Why is the Aboriginal name for the Australis evolved to suit the
place so like the actual name?”
different terrain and climate. To
access the food that was necessary
“I dunno. ‘Colegdar’. ‘Collector’.
to sustain them, they learned to
Sounds the same. Who cares?”
stand up on their hind legs to reach
I shook my head slowly,
even the lowest branches of the
deliberately. I adjusted my sunnies bottle brush trees. Now the bottle
so that they sat more comfortably
brush flower was once poisonous to
on my nose. The seat belt was
all animals, and the leaves were
starting to drag in to my neck, so I just as toxic. But the Wildebeest
pulled it away from me and let it
adapted, consuming bottle brush
snap back across my shoulder
flowers as fast as they could grow.
before I spoke. “I see our
Fortunately, the bottlebrush grew in
historians have managed to pull the abundance across the entire land,
wool over your eyes, too GT.”
so there was no shortage of food.
“Well, I lived in this area most of
The effects of the bottle brush toxin
my life. I think I know most of the
on the Wildebeests would make for
history around here.”
interesting scientific study. Its
“GT. Mate. Forget it. Unlearn what
you have been taught. It’s a load of
bullshit, a story concocted to hide
the truth.”
“Well, OK, smart arse, how DID
Collector get its name?” asked GT.

How Collector got its Name

effects can be compared to that of
LSD, and within the space of
several millennia, the Wildebeest
changed. They learnt to stand
upright for hours at a time while
they fed. By way of natural
selection, Wildebeests with strong
hind legs and straight backs
evolved into a mysterious, minotaur
-like creature our recent history
would describe as the Yowie. Of
course, this is NOT the Yowie of
relatively recent times, but its close
resemblance will suffice for the
explanation.

Millions of years ago, the country
which would one day be known as
Australia was starting to separate
from the African mainland as the
Earth’s crust shifted and heaved.
Eventually, it drifted south and
became the biggest island continent
The Yowie of this era was
in the world. Before the movement
constantly off its tits. As the
completely separated the two
continents, a herd of Wildebeests
(Continued on page 27)
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creatures died and decomposed.

(Continued from page 26)

Bottlebrush was consumed, it grew
back with an even stronger toxin,
which attracted the Yowie-like
creatures to the most evolved
bottle brush trees. Throughout this
era, Yowie shit dropped like rain
upon the ground, saturating it until
some areas were feet deep in Yowie
shit. This went on for tens of
thousands of years, until a great
catastrophe wiped the Yowie-like
creatures from the face of the
Earth.

But their shit would last forever.

It happened by chance that a Dutch
ship, passing by the east coast, lost
one of its crew members over the
side. Hundreds of years before
Captain Cook ever set eyes on this
country, a Dutch sailor, Corneleus
Gruthead, dragged his weary body
ashore on the beaches of the south
coast of what would become New
South Wales. Nursed back to health
by the local aborigines, he began
exploring the area, moving further
and further inland. On one of his
The bottle brush toxin, without any extended excursions, he lost his
wildlife to consume it, gradually lost way, and wandered aimlessly for
its potency. It is now completely
weeks without food or water. What
toxin-free, of course, but it has
sustained him were the strange,
been that way for millions of years small pebbles that he kicked up
since the last of the evolved
from the ground. It is still an old
Wildebeests disappeared after the
bushman’s trick that, when
great catastrophe that I mentioned stranded without food or water,
earlier.
sucking on small pebbles activates
Following the great catastrophe
the saliva glands, giving the feeling
were millions of years of droughts
of having consumed something. The
and flooding rains. The Yowie shit
petrified, ancient Yowie shit was
sunk beneath the ground, but could almost identical to the other small
not decompose due to the toxic
pebbles that lay scattered across
nature of the digested bottle brush the ground, except for the strangely
flowers and leaves. Instead, the
translucent rings that characterised
Yowie shit turned into pearls of
them. By sucking on them,
petrified stone, and although they
Cornelius gained an almost instant
were thick on the ground where the increase in energy, and feelings of
bottle brush trees grew, they were well-being came to him despite the
gradually dispersed by wildlife,
fact that his body was wracked with
climatic denudation and geological
dehydration, exposure and
deposition over the entire country. malnutrition. If he sucked on one of
Millennia succeeded millennia, and the pebbles, he felt GREAT!
mankind evolved without the
At last, he stumbled upon a
strange creatures that once roamed settlement and, once again, was
the Eastern parts of Terra Australis. nursed back to health. He kept to
Their fossils have never been found, himself the secret of his survival,
and nor would they, as the noxious and when he was fully recovered,
toxins dissolved every trace of the
he back tracked his footsteps to the
creatures forever. Not a single
last place that he remembered
molecule remained after the
(Continued on page 28)
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(Continued from page 27)

seeing the strange looking (but
magic) pebbles. Noticing that they
were most abundant near
outcroppings of bottle brush trees,
he established camps around the
most promising locations. Digging
further beneath the surface than his
fingers could reach when he was
almost dead with exposure revealed
an abundance of the pebbles.

been, if he didn’t pop FOUR of the
fucking things into his mouth!
Imagining that he had transformed
into a giant kookaburra, he leapt
from the highest gum tree to fly
high into the sky! Of course, he
plummeted to his death on the
ground far below.
“The locals told their children of the
story of the Pebble Collector, and
his resting place marks the spot of
the country town that carries his
name.”

He soon realised he would have to
tell the locals what he was up to.
GT turned to face me, and said “Get
He didn’t want people to think he
out of my car.”
was some kind of addict, so he
convinced the locals that he just
thought the pebbles were pretty,
and he wanted all of them gathered
into piles. The locals had no interest
in putting filthy petrified shit into
their mouths, like they often saw
the Dutch man do when he didn’t
think they were looking, but they
humoured him and helped him dig
them up.
With so much material to work
with, he experimented with them.
He’d pop one, two, then three of
the pebbles into his mouth to gauge
their effect. It was spectacular! He
felt invincible, and would have
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31 Monaro St
QUEANBEYAN,
NSW, 2620
Phone:
(02) 6297-3044
Email:
touristqbn
@pacific.net.au

The Tourist Hotel in Queanbeyan invites all rodders to the pub and
bistro while attending the CRAKK run. The Tourist Hotel is where the
CHRA meets on the first Tuesday of every month, commencing at
7PM.
Staying in Queanbeyan? Why not stay at the Tourist? There are 17
rooms available providing clean and comfortable accommodation. All
rooms are at budget prices without compromise on comfort.
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The Blonde and the Frog
A beautiful, well endowed, young blonde, goes to her local pet store in search of
an exotic pet. As she looks about the store, she notices a box full of frogs. The
sign says: Sex Frogs! Only $20 each! Money Back Guarantee! (Comes with complete instructions).
The girl excitedly looks around to see if anybody's watching her and whispers
softly to the man behind the counter, "I'll take one." The man packaged the
frog and said, "Just follow the instructions carefully."
The girl nods, grabs the box, and is quickly on her way home. As soon as she
closes the door to her apartment, the girl takes out the instructions and reads
them thoroughly, doing exactly what it says to do:
1. Take a shower.
2. Splash on some nice smelling perfume.
3. Slip into a very sexy teddy.
4. Crawl into bed and position the frog in place.
She then quickly gets into bed with the frog and, to her surprise, nothing happens! The girl is totally frustrated and quite upset at this point. She re-reads
the instructions and notices at the bottom of the paper it says, "If you have
any problems or questions, please call the pet store." So, the girl calls the pet
store.
The man says, "I had some complaints earlier today. I'll be right over." Within
five minutes, the man is ringing her doorbell. The girl welcomes him in and says,
"See, I've done everything according to the instructions and the damn thing
just sits there."
The man, looking very concerned, picks up the frog, stares directly into its eyes
and sternly says: "Listen to me! I'm only going to show you how to do this one
more time!"
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The CRAKK run is open to all ASRF class vehicles, specifically
modified pre-48 Hot Rods and modified pre 64 Customs. For details of ASRF vehicle classes, refer to the ASRF handbook or contact your state director or state steward. Sponsored awards are
open to the sponsor’s interpretation. The CRAKK coordinator reserves the right of veto where it is deemed necessary. This is not
up for negotiation!.

Trophy

Classification

Sponsor

Top Six (1)

Eligible ASRF class vehi-

Baker’s Delight

Top Six (2)

Eligible ASRF class vehi-

Capital Bearing Supplies

Top Six (3)

Eligible ASRF class vehicles

M&G Industrial

Top Six (4)

Eligible ASRF class vehicles

Timic

Top Six (5)

Eligible ASRF class vehicles

H&S Engineering

Top Six (6)

Eligible ASRF class vehi-

Resort Trailers

Entrant’s Choice

Eligible ASRF class vehicles

Shannons Insurance

People’s Choice

Eligible ASRF class vehicles

Autopro ACT

Memorial Kroozin’
Award

Sponsored

Cool Rides Mobile Tinting

Kroozed the Wheels
Off Award

Sponsored

Tuggeranong Tyrepower

Dare to be Different

Sponsored

Road Runner Models

CCHV Choice

Sponsored

Capital Country Village

Top Ratster

Sponsored

Kanberra Rod and Kustom Klub

Top Custom

ASRF Custom class

Kanberra Rod and Kustom Klub

Phantom’s Choice

Sponsored

Phantoms HRC

Hard Luck Award

Sponsored

Tractor Replacements

Colouring Comp

Sponsored

Road Runner Models

Queanbeyan Mayor
Choice

Sponsored

Queanbeyan Council
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Sponsors:
Tractor Replacements — Page 21
Capital Country Village — Page 12

M&G Industrial

Page 13

AutoPro ACT— Page 18
Road Runner Models — Page 19

Resort Trailers — Page 10
Aust. Street Rodding—Page 23

Capital Bearing Supplies - Page 17
Teardrop Cargo Trailers—Page 16

Resort Signs—Page 6

Baker’s Delight, Woden — Page 20

H & S Engineering — Page 14
Shannon’s Insurance — Page 22

Cruisin’ Magazine—Page 4

Page 9 GoodGuys, Tuggeranong—Page 24
Timic Hot Rod Supplies — Page 5 Tourist Hotel—Page 29
Cool Rides Mobile Tinting
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